American Friends of Lirot

Invites You to Join Us

The Nalaga’at Theater for the Deaf-Blind – Special Performance of “Not by Bread Alone”, To Benefit American Friends of Lirot!

Saturday, February 02, 2012, at 8:30 PM
NYU Skirball Center for the Performing Arts
566 Lagurdia Place (Washington Square)
NYC, NY

For Priority Seating, $100 orchestra tickets, please contact: 718-916-0817, or e-mail: lirotby@gmail.com. All proceeds will benefit Lirot’s research and services programs for the blind!

Lirot - The Israeli Research Association for Eye Health and Blindness Prevention was established by parents of children affected by genetic vision disorders that lead to blindness. American Friends of Lirot is recruiting donors and volunteers that can help bring relief to hundreds of thousands of eye patients in Israel and worldwide. Join the fight against blindness by purchasing tickets for this amazing performance by blind and deaf actors!

First in Tel Aviv, then in London, audiences rose to cheer the world’s only professional deaf-blind acting ensemble, Israel’s treasure, the Nalaga’at Theater for the Deaf-Blind! As challah bread is kneaded, formed, and baked on stage, these extraordinary blind storytellers convey their memories and dreams - This is one of the most profound and endearing works of art you will ever hope to see!